“But they that wait upon the LORD shall renew their strength; they shall mount up with wings as eagles; they shall run, and not be weary; and they shall walk, and not faint.” – Isa 40:31

Golden Journey Alert

From: Elisha Goodman

Saturday 11:30 PM

Calvary greetings …

The *Golden Journey* progresses apace…

It has been quite challenging.

But also quite rewarding for many.

For those who might be wondering why this particular program seems so rigorous …

… the answer is that the LORD wants you to get to the realm of the eagles as fast as possible.

You can learn from what happened when this brother wanted to get married:

---

**A Word In Season...**

“After being in business awhile God, by a word of knowledge, showed me I should marry. I picked out a certain girl. My uncle and several others, by natural wisdom, advised me to marry her. After keeping awake all night the Spirit, by a word of wisdom, showed me a sickly looking orphan girl. I had not known her name but two weeks. In two weeks we were married. Men, by natural wisdom told me I would always be out doctors bills on her because of sickness. But for about 15 years I have paid out nothing for medicine on her or any of our family. She has gained about forty pounds and is not sickly at all. The other girl died shortly after I married Lorene.”
How did this brother get to the level of receiving from the LORD so clearly?

He, like millions before us, got there by doing what you are doing now. In fact he used to go deep into the jungle in order to spend quality time on the kind of fasting-prayer you are doing now.

Do you agree with me that the results were worth much MORE than the efforts he put in?

A few months ago I posted a testimony on the blog.

It was from a sister in Australia that the LORD has been using mightily to set the captives free.

When I sent her an email asking whether she’d seen the blog post, she replied:

“Yes, I saw the testimony on your site two days ago and when I saw it I was feeling really down and low. Immediately upon seeing it on your site. I got onto my feet again and went into action in my prayer closet.”

Exactly!

That is the reason we send out emails and prayer alerts all the time.

The LORD wants you back on your feet … even if the enemy has been trying to discourage you.

As for the sister here…

Well, the LORD visited her POWERFULLY in that prayer closet.

Here’s her follow-up email, after her one-of-a-kind encounter with the Ancient of Days:
Her Unscheduled Trip to Heaven

“... Then my spiritual eyes were opened. The **HOLY SPIRIT** and I were moving up towards the sky and then the heavens. We reached a door and I knew we were in heaven. He took a key and opened a room. I noticed I was dressed in white gown with a gold sparkling belt around my waist.

He brought me to a table and handed me a gift. He told me that God had given the gift to me. It was packaged in brown. I excitedly opened it up and in there was a sparkling white book with gold trimming. I placed the book on the table and opened it.

I asked the **HOLY SPIRIT** what I should do and He said read it, it is a letter from the **FATHER GOD** to you.

I was so excited and began to read in great excitement, “**Dear Barbara, I have heard your prayer and from today I am giving you the ability to read my word and remember it supernaturally**”. (It has been my hearts desire to memorise scripture accurately and I had mentioned it at the beginning of my quiet time.)

I was so excited....instantly a shiny sword with gold trimming appeared in my hands and I began to wield it from the left to the right being prompted by the **HOLY SPIRIT**.”

- **Sister Barbara, Australia**

Right after this trip to heaven, this sister began to get **divinely connected** with the great men and women of the earth (**something she specifically asked the LORD for**) … and is on the way to fulfilling her divine destiny by the fire power of the Holy Spirit.

Why am I telling you this?

It is important for you to realize that you are on a journey like no other.
The LORD is preparing you to recover all your virtues that the enemy had captured and transferred to his warehouse in the spirit realm.

Without those virtues, it would be nearly impossible to fulfil your divine destiny.

And …

You need a powerful visitation in order to recover your destiny and move forward by fire.

You need to hear the encounters that many are having since we began this journey.

For some it will happen after the program. For others it has already happened.

Praise the LORD.

Please know this…

For a while the devil desperately tried to convince some people that it is not possible to go without food for many days (a direct contradiction of Scripture, by the way)…

… but our persistent prayer eagles went ahead anyway… and today many are beginning to record astounding spiritual and physical breakthroughs…

**A Hidden Principle to Note**

There are certain times that evil covenants are typically renewed in the spirit. One such time is between August and September. Other times are when the seasons change.

If you check the Scriptures diligently, you’ll see what the LORD told His people in the Old Testament to do at such times … you will have a clue if you follow the feast days of Israel.

Unfortunately this is a secret that every cult in the world – both ancient and modern – now understands very well.

So they too spend certain times of the year to renew old ancestral and family bondages, curses and covenants.
Year after year the root workers of darkness consult the archives in the bowels of the earth and do everything they can to renew evil bondages and make sure they don’t expire.

Do you remember the Prophetic Actions we carry out during these programs?

They are nothing short of a spiritual tour de force from the Holy Ghost designed to deal a death-blow to bondage renewals, their agents and their weapons…

… and by every account it hits the spiritual realm with the force of tsunami.

I personally am living PROOF of this.

Glory be to God.

Now if you are still with us so far, you will begin to enjoy the fruits of your spiritual labor shortly.

So congratulations!!

**Songs of Deliverance**

As this program draws to a close, I want you to be especially sensitive in the spirit.

The LORD wants to encompass you with songs of deliverance.

> “Thou art my hiding place; thou shalt preserve me from trouble; thou shalt compass me about with songs of deliverance.” – Psalm 32:7

Beloved it is time to rejoice in the spirit. Begin to praise the LORD with more intensity.

Let the pure fragrance of your worship and the sweet incense of your prayers comingle and ascend to heaven’s throne day and night as you march victoriously to the end of this program, waiting upon the LORD.

*(Please note that I am not talking about physical incense here. New Testament believers do NOT use incense. Prayer is incense in the spirit.)*
I pray that you too, like Elijah of old, will be spirited into the presence of the Sovereign God, Creator of the universe, on chariots of fire fuelled by your worship and prayers.

Please get this…

Just like Sister Barbara, the revelation you are about to receive in His Presence as you continue on this journey will bring breakthroughs that will last throughout your lifetime… and spill over into your future generations.

**Remember:** Just take it a day at a time. Don’t think of the number of days left. Just focus on completing the journey a day at a time.

Let me encourage you with the words of Apostle Paul:

> “That's why we are not discouraged. No, even if outwardly we are wearing out, inwardly we are being renewed each and every day.” – 2 Cor.4:16 ISV

Finally, a word of **CAUTION**…

You must NOT under any circumstance use your mouth to criticize anyone. If you are following our instructions, your tongue now carries divine power.

If those around you are in the habit of criticizing others (things, people, governments, etc) please simply shut your mouth and move away so you don’t carry another person’s evil load.

I hope to discuss this in detail in soon.

In the meantime…

Be An Overcomer!

elisha

**PS:** Oh, did I also tell you that the program is REALLY also training you to go out and set the captives free? In addition to helping you release YOUR own blessings from the warehouse of the strongman?

Jackie just sent in this one:
“I am giving this testimony on behalf of a friend whom I shared with. She shared with me this testimony yesterday and I couldn’t wait to share it with you. She went to a boarding college and found this lady who was suffering from fibroids and was due for operation. As they sat in the library to revise for their exams, this lady was bleeding heavily and my friend asked her if she believes that prayers works and that her surgery of fibroids can be cancelled and she can be healed.

The lady expressed an attitude that she has given up and has already made up her mind to go for the surgery. So my friend convinced her to pray your prayer points and gave her some of the prayers. In fact I don’t even know which prayer points she was talking about because I've shared with her so many that you give us for free.

So now the lady believed and started praying. Today as we speak, she's totally healed and never went for the scheduled surgery of the fibroids and the doctor examined her and was shocked, and wanted to know what could have happened saying that even some swelling that she had on the uterus is no longer there.

I give God all the glory and for using you to change peoples sorrow into triumph through your prayer points. God bless you greatly Elisha.”

Jackie, Nairobi Kenya

Jose from Kerala, India sent in this next one:

“Dear man of God I have been following your site and emails for the last 6 months. This is the first time I have come across this kind of prayer. I have attended meetings and conferences of world renowned pastors. But your prayers were different. But I used to pray your prayers regularly. To my great astonishment I have purchased a new car though I never wished for a new car. My wife who was staying away from me reconciled with me. I am going to buy another house now. Blessings are flowing to me. Thank you, Jesus. I also thank you Elisha for teaching me to pray.
- Jose from kerala, India

Please say this prayer with me:

I ………. (put your name here) shall be a vessel in the hands of the Almighty to set the captives free, and bring healing to the nations in Jesus’ name.